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WP2175 

The Original Whiskey Painters Artist Magic Camera and Drawing Projector. Camera Lucida.
Designed & Manufactured in Italy & USA this is the secret artist tool the Great Masters used.

A Classic artist tool that allows you to practice, improve or master your artist skills. This is the Secret tool that artists such as Vermeer 
used this to paint the incredible portraits and still life scenes.  It is used like a projector with no batteries but the light and optical 

mirrors and lenses allows you to see an image in what we call the magic light box. When aiming or fousing the box on the image the 
mirrors cast a ghost or lighter mirror  image onto your drawing.

Changing the light allows you to see a lighter or darker image of what you are looking at. In the picture we show you can attach it to an 
easel which works great for still life or drawing live model infront of you.

This is not a toy, but a professional artist drawing tool.
Storage & Travel case included. 

680033272713 $199.00 15"x4"x4" 3 lbs

WP2182-13

We designed this artist bridge to allow the artist to keep their arm or hand steady when drawing or painting. The strong ultra clear 
space age plastic allows any size arm or hand to comfortably rest while you grip your pencil, pastel or brush. It also prevents the arm or 

hand from smudging the work below as not to disturb the materpiece you are working on.
Black travel and storage case is included.

13" WIDE BRIDGE

680033272720 $39.99 13" 14 oz

WP2182-18
WP2182-26

Black travel and storage case is included.
18" WIDE BRIDGE.   26" BRIDGE 

680033272737
680033202314

$49.99
$59.99

18"
26" 1 lb 3 oz

WP2180 Whiskey Painters Traditional Mahl Stick. A Mahl stick is a traditional artist tool used by Master artists throughout history.  It keeps your 
hand and arm steady when at an eael and want to keep the arm perfectly still to paint those eye lids or strands of hair on the canvas 

or paper. Made of lightweight steel that is in 2 parts depending on the length you require. It easily screws together to extend. The end 
has a natural chamois suede that wraps around a cork ball to keep this tool light weight.  

Full length- 30"     Black travel and storage case included.

680033272744 $45.99 18" 1 lb

FARQUAR /Whiskey Painters ART MANUFACTURERS
All Products Approved to be sold in North America

We care for the environment and Animals.
We do not use animal hair in our brushes and no animal testing for our products.

Email questions to neil@farquar.net.  
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Whiskey Painters Hand Made Italian Artist Watercolor & Paint Boxes
The Original Bijou & Field Sketch Boxes!

All filled with pans in a velvet custom storage case, & packing box.

WP2083BLK
WP2083W
WP2083VR

The Original "Napoleon" Whiskey painters palette and the smallest one in the series. This classic mighty mini palette is what every 
artist needs. This palette Fits into any pocket and fits into any size hand. Whether you are on a plane travelling to Italy, wearing a suite 
or off to the park it can fit into any pocket, purse or travel bag. The ring on the bottom allows it to stay secure when holding it in your 
palm. The lid when open makes a handy mixing area and our Whiskey brush easily fits down the center for storage. The center allows 

you to place 4 more PANS.
This palette will hold up to 12 half pans.

This is the most popular in the series of the Whiskey painters palettes and a must for any artist.
Custom  Velvet case included. 12 half pans included in each case. Price listed for Black

COLORS- Gloss black , Matt Black, Matt White , Vermillion Red, Paynes Gray, Wisteria Blue

680033272768 $75.00 2.25"x3"x0.5" 3 oz

WP2086

The Classic "Scottie" Whiskey Painters Flask palette. Whether you are painting a picture of the flowers in Central park, the busy Venice 
square in Italy, or the gorgeous clouds of New Mexico this palette has it all!  That’s right, a built in spirits or water flask. Holds up to 3 

oz of your favorite whiskey or water. We added a custom attachable water cup that attaches to the end of the palette. There is a 
brass cap to keep your spirits safe and secure when the cap is off the palette. The Whiskey Painters Flask Palette can hold up to 12 half 

pans. The lid opens to allow the open area to be used for mixing colors. The ringer ring on the bottom allows you to grip the palette 
when on the go or sitting at a lounge painting.

Custom  Velvet Storage case included and our famous travel brush.

680033074614 $160.00 2.5"x3.75"x1" 3 oz 

WP2090

The "Bella" Whiskey Painters 12 Palette- Will hold 12 half pans
The Top lid can be used to place drops of water to mix colors and the inside flat lid is handy for blending or mixing colors.

The center part is great to hold some brushes or art tools.  The space on the end you can place a small sponge or hold an eraser.
 Does not fit full pans.

680033272782 149..99 5.5"x2.75"x0.75" 8 oz 

WP2091

The "Dolce" Whiskey Painters 16 Palette
This palette will hold  16 1/2 PANS ( will not hold full pans  on the side - down the center only)

The image on the right shows 8 extra half pans loaded down the center. You can hold the traditional 16 colors or load up with more 
colors down the center. The ceter can also be used to carry brushes or other art tools.

The top lid opens and can be used to mix paints, and the inside lies flat to have a larger area to mix or blend colors.

680033272791 $149.99 5.5"x2.75"x0.75" 8 oz 
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WP2092

Perfect for Daniel Smith 5 ml tubes

Whiskey painters Tube Holder. For the artists that prefer to use tubes.. This box holds most brands of small tubes of watercolors , 
gouache or others.

The finger ring on the bottom allows every artist to hold the box securely when using. The box will comfortably hold 10 tubes of 
watercolor or gouache.The lid folds open to allow to mix colors and then fold to secure the tubes in plae.

680033272812 $125.00
5.75"x2.75"

x0.75" 7 OZ

WP2095
24 HALF PANS

The "MODA" is the largest of the travel palettes ,that holds half pans only, but small enough for a travel bag or art case.
Palette Hold ONLY HALF PANS.

Suited for the artist who demands lots of colors and to hold traditional size art brushes.
The thumb ring on the bottom fits any size hand to hold and keep balanced. The inside lid folds out to a large flat mixing area and the 
cover lid can also be used to mix or have a deeper well area for a few drops of water or blend some colors. The center part is large for 

most size watercolor brushes or any art tools.
At home you can even be creative and  mix the palette with full and half pans. Just squeeze the watercolors into the pans.

680033272843
$169.99

8.5"x3.25"
x0.75" 14 OZ

WP2096
24 HALF PANS OR 

12 FULL PANS

The "VENEZIA" " the largest of the travel palettes for half pans ,but small enough for a travel bag or art case.
Suited for the artist who demands lots of colors and to hold traditional size art brushes.

The thumb ring on the bottom fits any size hand to hold and keep balanced. The inside lid folds out to a large flat mixing area and the 
cover lid can also be used to mix or have a deeper well area for a few drops of water or blend some colors. The center part is large for 

most size watercolor brushes or any art tools.
It will hold 12 Full or 24 half pans.

At home you can even be creative and  mix the palette with full and half pans. Just squeeze the watercolors into the pans.

680033272850 $169.99
8.5"x3.25"

x0.75" 14 OZ

WPA2061

The "Medici" studio palettes. Handmade in Italy this is the Ultimate in Studio Artist boxes. Manufactired in Italy with the Highest grade 
steel , double baked enamel coatings this is what every artists dreams of having.

Whiskey painters made this a reality. We designed and created a palette for the studio that has 48 removeable steeel cups that can be 
filled with the paints and colors of your choice. fastened into a rugged steel case you can organize them by color, tone, or pigment. 

There is a large area for storing brushes or tools. T
 Box weighs. 5 LBS  Each interior cup holds-.5 oz

 These can be used with encaustics, watercolors, gouache or oil paints. The box is not an air tight seal.

680033272980 $525.99 14 x 7 x 1.75" 5 lb

WP2062
The Stunning "Behemoth" tudio palette that can hold 48 half pans or 24 full pans.

Includes 18 removeable giant steel pans.
This is a heavy duty professional studio stainless steel palette.

680033272997 $525.99 8.5 x 5 x 1" 2 lbs
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WP2063
" TORINO" studio palette. Holds 48 1/2 pans or 24 full pans

There is an area to hold brushes , tools , even a small travel pad.
Weighs 2 lbs

680033272300 $299.00 14 x 7 x1 1" 4.5  lbs

WP2080MB
THE NAKED WP PALETTE- MINI EMPTY TRAVEL PALETTE BOXES
Use top hold, tubes, half pans, full pans brushes and much more.

Available in Matt Black and matt white.
680033272829 $49.99 9 x 3.5"x1" 8 oz 

WP12CB

12 pan metal box 
These boxes are avilable in the 12 pan size, 24 pan and 48 pan.

They will hold both half and full pans. Trays can be removed to custom fill the trays.
They fit all brands of pans.

680033112002 $19.99

WP24CB

24 pan metal box
These boxes are avilable in the 12 pan size, 24 pan and 48 pan.

They will hold both half and full pans. Trays can be removed to custom fill the trays.
They fit all brands of pans.

680033112019 $24.99

WP48CB

48 pan metal box
These boxes are avilable in the 12 pan size, 24 pan and 48 pan.

They will hold both half and full pans. Trays can be removed to custom fill the trays.
They fit all brands of pans.

680033112026 $39.99
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WPTRAYS
Replacement trays that can go into many styles of boxes. These will hold 12 half pans.

680033272966 $4.99 5 X 2.75" 3.95 OZ

WPHP12
WPHP25
WPHP50

WPHP100

12 half pans
25 HALF PANS $2.50

WPHP20C

WHP50C

WPHP100

 Whiskey half pans. Made of High Grade plastic these are dishwasher safe. These are great for all palettes to fill with your own  colors.
Very polular for artists that make their paints. Squeeze in tube colors or place solid colors in.

20 pans per pack carded OR 50 PANS CARDED
680033272904 $4.99 3/4"x5/8"x3/8" 0.08oz

WFP12
WPFP25

WPFP100
BULK 50 PCS 1/2 PANS

CALL TO REQUEST BULK PACKS 1K,5K,10K 680033272928 $9.99 3/4"x5/8"x3/8"

WPHP100
WPFP100

MADE IN ITALY 100 half pans
MADE IN ITALY 100 FULLPANS 680033541017

19.99
$25.99
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WP1/4PAN
NEW WHISKEY PAINTERS 1/4 MINI PANS.

25 PER BAG 1/2 THE SIZE OF HALF PANS. .5 ml
WPQP50. 50 PACK

680033541338 $3.99
1 1/8" x 

6/8" x 3/8"

MINI DOUBLE CLIP ON CUPS NO LID 68033272911 $6.99
1 1/8" x 

6/8" x 3/8" .05 oz

WPPY  HOLBEIN STYLE SMALL CUP
WP

WPPY  MEDIUM DOUBLE CUP 

AIRTIGHT STAINLESS STEEL SCREW ON LID

680033272935 $29.99
1 1/8" x 

6/8" x 3/8

Our Air tight seal Brush washers are all stainless steel and an extra gasket is included.

WPBW250

Whiskey Painters travel and studio brush washer. Stainless steel with an airtigjht seal these are great for artist travelling that require 
water at all times. You can fit many brushes in the washer and it will hold up to 9 oz of fluid.The rubber gasket gives the palete an 

airtight seal to prevent any spillage in your art case. The main part is dishwasher safe but the lid should be cleaneed by hand and cool 
water to prevent damage to the gasket. The inside strainer allow any pigment or paint debris to be separated when cleaning brushes.

The easy carry handle can also hang on your easel or a tree branch if you are outdoors. Great for Plein air artists, studio artists and 
Whiskey painters that want more fluid at their favorite watering hole.

Extra Gasket Included.

680033070012 $24.99
3.5" tall base

 2 5/8" 6.5
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WP350  16 OZ

Whiskey Painters travel and studio brush washer. Stainless steel with an airtigjht seal these are great for artist travelling that require 
water at all times.

16 OZ , AIRTIGHT SEAL EXTRA STRENGTH GASKET.
BRUSH STRAINER AND CLEANER INSIDE

680033202116 $29.99
4" tall base
 3 3/8" wide 7.35

WP800 25 OZ

Whiskey Painters travel and studio brush washer. Stainless steel with an airtigjht seal these are great for artist travelling that require 
water at all times.

25 OZ , AIRTIGHT SEAL EXTRA STRENGTH GASKET.
BRUSH STRAINER INSIDE

680033202239 $39.99
4.5" tall base

 4.1 " wide 11 oz

WP2135

Whiskey Painters Clip on Stainless Steel cup for mediums or  water  cup.
AIRTIGHT SEAL!

When travelling or at the studio it is so handy to have some mediums to mix with.
These palette cups easily clip onto your pad, palette or journal.

Each  holds .8 oz of fluid with lids that are airtight and vegan to store your medium.
Includes a velvet storage case

680033272317 $5.99 1 1/4" wide top .8 oz

WPA2130

The Traditional Whiskey painters single clip on cups. 
Professional Artist stainless steel cups with a brass cap and rubber gasket to provide an airtight seal

Clip on to your travel watercolor pad, journal or palette.
For artists that need that little bit of water or spririts when on the go to wet your brush.

Each cup holds 1 oz of water and is easy to clip on any pad when painting.
Hand Made in Italy, includes a velvet storage case.

Made in Italy

680033272300 $9.99 1.5" diameter .

WPWBS
WPWBM
WPWBL

WPWBSF
WPWBLF

Traditional JAPANESE STYLE refillable Water brush
5 sizes available- small. Medium, large, large flat, small flat

packed 20 per bag- BULK PRICE 75 CENTS EACH MIN 100 ASSTD
$2.99 0.8 oz
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WPSHOT

The Original Whiskey painters travel Shot glass
This handy stainless steel cup collapses to a small palm size sleek cup.

The latch chain is great for travel bags or art cases so it does not get lost. Very discreet with a modern gothic look this is what you need 
when travelling.  Just open twist in an upward motion and fill with water , whiskey or your favorite spirits. These are what every artist 
needs whn on a plane or train. No need to wait for a cup to use.  Fits easily into your pocket or travel case. The cup holds 2.5 oz and 

quickly folds & unfolds for quick access.
Includes Whiskey velvet storage case 

680033272867 $12.99
2" DIAMETER 

60 ML 2.4 oz

WPBR2
WPBR6

The Whiskey painters collapsable travel brush. Measures only 3"  (7.7 cm )long closed this amazing brush is made with the finest eco 
freindly synthetic golden takon hairs. Great point that snaps back.

The small hole at the tip of the cap allows the hair to dry when not used for long periods of time. Size of the brush is #2 round size.The 
removeable cap fits on the bottom of the brush.

Custom velvet storage case included.
To protect animals and the envorinment we do not use any animal or wildlife products in our brushes.

#2. and #6 available.

6800233272898
680033541390 13.99$19.99 3' long

WP2178 Steel Brush rest Hand made in Italy 680033541024 $14.99 8" long 1.2 oz

WP2177
PROFESSIONAL TRAVEL FLASK

Solid Cast Iron Holds just under 3 oz
Made in Italy- Includes Travel velvet case

680033272911 $79.99 3 x 2.5 x .78" 6 oz

WP2177A
PROFESSIONAL MINI FLASK Holds 2 oz- Solid Cast Iron

Great For Inks  
Made in Italy- Includes Velvet Travel case

680033272904 $69.99 1.75 x 2.5"x.78" 4.5 oz
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Metal Artist 
palettes

Solid hand made metal palettes for all mediums.
Bakd enamel gloss finish. Paint easily wipes clean from the palette.

Great for prefilling with colors and leaving as your studio palette
Handmade in Italy  3 sizes: 

4x8    6 x 10    10 x 13.5

WP2171 4" x 8"   7 wells for mixing 680033541550 $19.99 4" x 8" 2.35 oz

WP2172 6" x 10"   11 wells for mixing 680033541543 $25.99 6" x 10" 4.6 oz

WP2176 10" x 14".  22 wells for mixing 680033540171 $39.99 13.5" x 10" 10.5 oz

WP-ITALIAN Style 
EASEL

Artist collapsable travel country easel- For Acrylic, Oil, Water color and more
expands to hold all sizes of canvases

Available in Black or red

680033541376
680033541048 $89.99 25" long 4.5 lbs
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WPE-096

We produce these easels for many art companies around the world.
Extendable wings to accommodate taller canvases.

Lightweight , easily folds up and fits into a storage and carry case
BULK AVAILABLE- WE CAN SHIP DIRECT FRIOM OUR FACTORY AS LOW AS $6 EACH MIN 100

680033541031 $22.99

WPCERSFWR Special Ceramicron Nin Toxic vegan Ceramic style flower palette. $6.99

WPCER12 Special Ceramicron Nin Toxic vegan Ceramic style 12 well palette with lid $12.99 3 x 3.75 x 1" 5 oz
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